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1. Loading and preprocessing of data.

Run TopicMiner.exe file (in TopicMiner directory). Press the button with a file icon
to load textual data.

Next, you will need to select a file with textual data, in which one line is one
document.





For example, open a CSV file (see picture).

Next, you need to specify the file to store the lemmatization results.

For example, C:\SAGE\20topicnews_lem.tmlda. Next, you need to specify text
encoding (in this version, two options are implemented). Select ANSI.

You also need to specify the language (Russian and English are implemented in this
version). Select English.

Lastly, you need to specify a file that contains some trash words/entities, which can
also be deleted. See trash_data.txt file for an example of such a file.



As a result, when everything you need is filled in, click on the red button.

You will start the process of lemmatization (see the percentage of completion at the
bottom of the screen). As a result, you will have a file containing the original and
lemmatized texts. When the first stage of preprocessing (lemmatization procedure)
is over, you will see the following message in the status bar.

The time of lemmatization is also indicated there.



At the second stage, you need to specify C:\SAGE\20topicnews_lem.tmlda as the
input file, and C:\SAGE\20topicnews_lem2.tmlda as the output (it is optional).
Then press the yellow button.

The process of the second stage (in percentage) is also visualized. A word list with
frequencies will also appear. This list can be saved by pressing “CSV” button. This
option is useful to form a list of stop words. For example, you can select the most
frequent words as a list of stop words and put a filter that will save these words to a
test file.

For example, in this case, let's take 256 as the upper bound.

Next, click on the “filtration” button and specify the file in which the words that lie
outside the specified range will be saved (that is, everything that is above the
frequency of 1258). If you open such a file, you will see a list of stop words (most
frequent).



At the last stage of preprocessing. You need to point to the input file
C:\SAGE\20topicnews_lem2.tmlda, and the output to
C:\SAGE\20topicnews_lem3.tmlda. And also download a file with a list of stop
words.

Now press the green button.



2. Preprocessing results.

If you need to see what you have learned (and also to start filtering texts), then you
need to go to the next tab. To observe the results, use the following button:

Specify C:\SAGE\20topicnews_lem3.tmlda file.

Table will be displayed:



The first column is the original data, the second column is the lemmatized data.
The third and subsequent columns are metadata.

As a result of preprocessing, empty documents can be obtained (for example, due
to unspecified line ends or words in the texts were deleted using stop words). Of
course, such documents must be removed from the collection. This can be done
using filtering.

For example, let's delete short documents that contain only one word (00000):



To do this, we will indicate the number of words:

And click on Exclude short docs button. As a result, 20topicnews_lem3_we.tmlda
file will be created, which will no longer contain these documents.

3. Topic modeling.

In order to start thematic modeling, for example, based on Gibbs sampling (Monte
Carlo method), you need to go to another tab:



You need to load the file after preprocessing and removing empty documents.

For example, load the file C:\SAGE\20topicnews_lem3_we.tmlda. Ignore the
download percentage (in the current version, this is just a measure of the length of
the collection).

Next, specify the parameters of the model (number of topics, number of iterations,
the rendering step, and alpha, beta parameters). This can be done as shown in the
picture.

And you need to choose a model, for example, LDA.



Then сlick on the button:

The modeling progress will be displayed on the graph:

The blue line is the percentage of words with high probability. It can be seen from
the graph that after 100 iterations, the percentage of words stops changing, which
means a further increase in iterations does not need to be done. The green line is
the percentage of high probability documents.

4. Viewing the results obtained and uploading to an
external file.

To see the already sorted calculation results, you need to click on the button:



As a result, you will see the following picture:

If you want to read the most probable documents in any topic, then you can click
on the button:

You will see the following:



Each cell contains the document ID and its probability in the topic (that is, in the
column). To view the contents of a document (original non-lematized text), just
place the mouse cursor onto the cell.

5. Saving calculation results as a project:

The calculation results can be saved as a project. The next time, this project can be
opened in TopicMiner and you can continue working with it. To save the project,
you need to use the following button:

And to open the project use the following button:


